
First to Flame, Last to Burn: A BattleCON Online Kallistar Guide 
by ARBco on the Level 99 Discord 

 

Overview 
 

The fiery Kallistar serves as BattleCON’s one-woman tag team. In her human form, she can reposition 

herself after attacks, and gains constant damage reduction. As an elemental, she gets very high speed and 

damage, preferring to fight at a distance. Planning the best times to switch between her two forms is key, as 

one can adapt her strategy to different circumstances and matches. With her oft-extremely high speed and 

damage, she can become practically unstoppable if her opponent becomes careless. 

 

An early sketch of Elite Kallistar by Nokomento. 



Quick Reference: Match-Ups 
 

Does Well Against: Magdelina, Sarafina 

 

Kallistar does well against specialists like Magdelina that require time, as her Elemental Form's assault can 

make it difficult for them to achieve their potential. Similarly, technicians like Sarafina who rely more on 

tricks than high damage values can have a hard time with her Human Form, as her soak makes them have to 

work significantly harder to gain a life lead against her. 

 

Struggles Against: Khadath, Mikhail 

 

Though her ability to leverage high priority and high power is often advantageous, Mikhail benefits from 

taking her hits and can often trade to his benefit with his powerful styles. Similarly, Khadath can take 

advantage of her limited mobility and also eliminate her numerical advantages with his ability to completely 

dominate positioning. Generally, Kallistar has a hard time with "absolute" effects that negate or counter her 

attacks entirely. 

 

Simple Tips 
 

1.  It's easy to get overwhelmed by Kallistar's options, particularly when new to playing her. She 

prefers her Human Form against characters with mid to low damage output, and her Elemental 

Form when she wants to deal out a lot of damage in a hurry. Similarly, she prefers to be elemental 

when she or her opponent are at low life totals, either to try and overwhelm a foe with a significant 

advantage or to assure her victory with her high priority values and improved hit confirm. When 

uncertain, the best question is not to ask "what form would be best in this situation", but "if I were 

my opponent, what form would I hate to be facing right now?" 

 

2. One way to look at her unique ability in Human Form is that against characters with an average 

damage (around 3), she effectively has 40% more life! After all, many characters will need 10 hits to 

bring her down instead of the average of 7. Of course, many experienced opponents will play their 

more damaging pairs as a result, so keep in mind that when selecting your own. In addition, her 

natural Soak means she can spend Force to raise her combined Soak and Stun Guard to the "magic" 

number of 3. This means she can ensure that she'll often trade in many situations. 

 

  



3. Elemental Form allows her to often stun foes with her high priority and power. The major 

drawback is that it often has gaps in her attack pairs close-in, and lacks any sort of Stun Guard or 

movement on her styles. As such, it can be outmaneuvered at close range or by high-mobility 

characters. In this form, she wants to rush a match with consistent damage, as opponents who can 

drag things out can get quite a bit of free damage against her. Elemental Kallistar ultimately wants to 

set up "impossible" beats, where her priority and positioning can set up an unavoidable, 

uncounterable high-power attack. 

 

4. Be careful about when you play your power styles and moves. It can easy for her to get cardlocked if 

she's not careful. For example, a human Kallistar with Volcanic, Flare, and Ignition in hand has a 

very awkward set of options. In addition, styles like Flare (Human Form), Ignition (Elemental 

Form), or her Elemental Form cost her life, so if she misses or gets stunned, they hand your 

opponent free damage. While learning to be easygoing about your life total is a key part of playing 

Kallistar, the line between being relaxed and careless is thin. 

 

Strengths 
 

1. Solid styles in either form. 

2. A strong variety of options at mid-to-long range. 

3. Amazing damage values in Elemental Form. 

4. Adaptability across different matchups. 

 

Weaknesses 
 

1. Predictability; she can easily telegraph her intentions with her form. 

2. Can easily run out of effective options at range 1 or 2. 

3. High risk, high reward styles can result in her getting badly punished. 

4. Elemental Form has too few positioning tools. 

 

  



Role on the Team 
 

Defining a role for Kallistar is difficult, as she can serve as either a tough brawler or a dominating ranger - 

she wants fights where her solid, consistent styles can shine. In her Human Form, she wants straightforward 

fights where she can trade reliably. And as an elemental, she wants fights where she can pin down her foe at 

range for major damage. Against tricky opponents like Serafina or Khadath, her Human Form allows her to 

reliably take their attacks if she can keep them from leveraging their tricks. Similarly, characters like 

Magdelina or Seven can get burnt down by her Elemental Form before they have a chance to ever reach their 

potential. 

 

 
“Rukyuk vs. Kallistar” by Fabio Fontes. 

 

  



Card Analysis 
 

Unique Ability 
 

Kallistar can change between two rather different forms. Her 

starting Human Form grants Soak 1 to all their styles, while 

her Elemental Form increases the priority and power of her 

styles by 2 and inflicts 1 life loss at the start of a turn. 

Remember that her forms directly modify her styles, so 

anything that cancels out numerical bonuses doesn't affect 

her Elemental Form. Furthermore, bear in mind the 1 life 

loss she takes as a result of her Elemental Form is not 

technically damage. As such, the life loss from her Elemental 

Form cannot bring her below 1 life, and can be a terrific late-

game advantage in close games where priority becomes 

paramount. 

 

Transforming into the Elemental Form requires her to play 

her Ignition style as part of an attack pair, while reverting 

from Elemental Form to Human Form requires her to play the Flare style as part of an attack pair. After the 

attack resolves, she will transform just before cards recycle. Note that Ignition while in Elemental Form and 

Flare while in Human Form have very different effects and do not transform her. Knowing when to 

maximize the benefits of each form is key to her play. 

 

In addition to the above benefits, two of the styles associated with Human Form often let her reposition after 

an attack, allowing her to react defensively beyond just reducing damage. Similarly, the Elemental Form can 

provide extremely high damage values, even exceeding that of many finishers! However, every turn she 

remains in Elemental Form can act to her opponent's advantage if she isn't consistently dealing damage. It's 

also very easy for an elemental Kallistar to get caught without any Start of Beat movement options, allowing 

opponents to catch her with unavoidable attacks if she's not careful. 

 

  



Caustic 
 

Let's start with the style that often makes Kallistar's opponents' sweat: 

Caustic. It allows her to win many beats that would otherwise trade in either 

form, even though it does so in very different ways. It's also often her opening 

play during a round, as a human Caustic Shot will often trade positively with 

many typical attack pairs. 

 

In Human Form, Caustic allows a rare degree of safety for attack pairs. Soak 3 

is relatively rare, especially without any resource expenditure, and she wants to exploit it whenever she can. 

The most obvious use is to play a Caustic Shot, which makes her highly resistant to being stunned. 

Furthermore, by anteing Force for Stun Guard, she can use Caustic to prevent getting stunned by the 

average damage of 3 on nearly any base, forcing her opponent to either ante Force for power or trade at a 

disadvantage. 

 

In Elemental Form, Caustic allows her to ignore Stun Guard. This allows her to 

stun otherwise safe attack pairs, and punish heavies like César or Eligor who 

rely on their Unique Abilities to be able to trade safely. However, keep in mind 

it will not affect enemies who have Stun Immunity or sufficient Soak to reduce 

the damage to 0. However, even keeping it in your hand forces these enemies 

to play around it, so keep that in mind when fighting foes that rely on their 

Stun Guard to punish, as they may aim for higher-priority attacks than they 

normally would. 

 

The major issue of Caustic in either form is that it provides no range and has a priority penalty, meaning it 

can be easily outmaneuvered if your opponent has movement as a part of their attack pair. Pairing it with 

Drive or catching your opponent in the corner with a Grasp can ensure it lands safely. 

  



Flare 
 

The other style many foes have to fret about, particularly in her Human Form, 

is Flare. In either form, it lets her put out excessive damage, giving her 

another means to stun foes. It easily overcomes the innate Stun Guard of most 

bases and has a high priority, giving her an excellent ability to overwhelm and 

stun most attack pairs. However, each form of Flare comes with a cost. 

 

In Human Form, Flare essentially functions as a +3 Power, +3 Priority style - 

some of the best style numbers you'll see in the game! But Flare comes with 3 life loss as its high price. Keep 

in mind that just like her Elemental Form, she can't kill herself with this, so at low life totals she can ignore 

some or all of the life loss. When you use this, make sure your opponent can't either match your priority or 

use movement to escape, as it's like awarding a free hit to your foe. Even if they only Dodge it, they come out 

ahead. 

 

In Elemental Form, Flare grants even more impressive damage, for an 

effective total damage bonus of +5! While she loses the priority bonus, the 

innate bonus of the Elemental Form is almost as good at +2, and it will stun 

opponents out of almost any attack pair. The "drawback" is that she returns to 

Human Form. Depending on the matchup, this may or may not be an issue, 

and she has to weigh whether or not returning to Human Form will make her 

more or less vulnerable in following beats. When deliberately returning to 

Human Form, Flare Drive is a powerful setup for the transition, especially if 

your opponent has advanced to short range to try and escape your ranged 

attacks - but beware potential clashes! 

 

Like Caustic, Flare has no range bonus, meaning it can be easily outmaneuvered, particularly by Start of Beat 

movement effects. Bases like Shot, Spellbolt, and Drive can make up for this, ensuring she lands her hit. 

Furthermore, when paired with Burst, she gets a Start of Beat escape paired with a surprisingly high priority 

for a Burst. While it's not a go-to pairing, it can surprise unsuspecting foes. 

  



Volcanic 
 

The high range of Volcanic lets you high-priority bases at longer ranges, 

letting you claim priority advantage farther than may be obvious. It also 

works to set up the following beat for Kallistar, providing her an essential 

advantage in the following turn. However, the advantage is very different 

depending on her form. 

 

In Human Form, Volcanic grants a significant range bonus and an End of Beat 

effect to move to any space. Bear in mind this is direct movement, so restrictions like Khadath's Gate Trap or 

Karin's Coordinated don't apply - she can move right over them. As such this, this makes it her most potent 

repositioning tool, allowing Kallistar to establish range or escape a positioning trap even if she's stunned. 

Sometimes it can be worth it to play it even if you won't "win" the exchange, as taking a hit can be 

worthwhile to move to the opposite edge of the board from your opponent. This can be followed with a 

Flare Spellbolt, for example. At high ranges, a Volcanic Drive will outspeed a Shot or many other ranged 

attacks, and at mid-ranges, a Volcanic Burst allows her to exceed the range of many attacks while hitting any 

foe that fails to advance. 

 

In Elemental Form, Volcanic works much the same, but Elemental Form's 

bonuses allow her to use this to stun many foes who don't have Start of Beat 

movement - a elemental Volcanic Grasp has a priority of 7, making it 

extremely fast for a 2~4 range pair, and allows her to often push a foe out of 

attack range. Though the +1 to power in the following beat may seem minor, 

keep in mind in some circumstances it will allow her to stun foes even more 

easily than normal. Her average damage is 5, and raising that to 6 will allow 

her to stun any normal base. Also bear in mind the +1 makes it much easier 

for her to stun Eligor out of Retribution Aegis with Caustic, which is 

otherwise a major concern. 

 

Where styles like Caustic or Flare rely on having high-range bases, Volcanic generally benefits Kallistar's 

low-range bases. A Volcanic Grasp makes for a good opening against characters with low opening priority 

like Khadath. The major drawback is that it misses at range 1, allowing foes who can move before it lands - 

either through higher priority or Start of Beat movement - to avoid it entirely. As such, make sure to watch 

out for enemies like Karin or Hikaru that a "free" advance. However, when stuck in the corner with your 

opponent adjacent, a Volcanic Drive can be used to advance and hit from behind - but watch out for 1-space 

movement effects that can counter it! 

  



 

 

Blazing 
 

Blazing is different than her other styles in that it functions in very different 

ways depending on her form. In Human Form, it allows her to hit-and-run on 

her opponent, or to extend another movement effect. In Elemental Form, it 

provides bonus range. As such, both are solid effects in very different 

situations. However, it provides her best "free" priority bonus, so you'll find 

yourself reaching for it, especially in Elemental Form. 

 

In Human Form, it provides the ability to Move 2 as an After effect. While this doesn't help her confirm hits, 

its main role is to deny that of others - a Blazing Drive has 5 priority and allows her to return to her original 

position. If Burst forces her to whiff her Drive, she can then often move inside or outside of the Burst's safe 

zone. Similarly, a successful Blazing Shot or Spellbolt can outspeed many other Shot pairs and allow her to 

escape out of range. Lastly, a Blazing Dodge also allows her to escape being cornered and then essentially 

move to the other side of the board if she wishes, acting as an alternative to Volcanic for establishing range- 

and allowing her to conserve Volcanic to play her ranged game. Similarly, Blazing Drive can be used to "cross 

counter" a foe and travel to their opposite site, escaping the corner. 

 

In Elemental Form, Blazing really shines. Its +3 Priority bonus and +0~1 

range lets her confirm hits reliably, allowing her to perform a near full-board 

Blazing Shot that few will be able to outspeed. Blazing Drive will confirm 

against almost all most pairs, punish Burst reliably, and even allow you to 

advance when adjacent to avoid 1-range attack pairs. And while the range 

bonus doesn't benefit Spellbolt, a 6 Priority Spellbolt will beat out almost any 

pair at its effective ranges. Blazing enables what Kallistar wants to do most - 

hit so hard and fast that her foe has no effective answer to what she's doing. 

 

In Human Form, Blazing is the only Style that lets her reposition within the course of an attack. While 

Volcanic is a more powerful repositioning tool, Blazing lets you actually avoid attacks if you have priority 

advantage. However, like many of her styles, its lack of a range bonus in Human Form means it has to be 

played carefully- you almost always want to confirm a hit to try and stun your foe, and use the movement as 

a hedge to try and dodge the counterattack. In Elemental Form, it's one of her few forms without any true 

drawbacks other than lower damage (for Kallistar)- but at the long ranges that Kallistar prefers, she may rely 

on needing a Shot or Spellbolt to utilize it. 

 



Ignition 
 

Ignition is perhaps Kallistar's most niche style. While it'll often see use, it's 

only under specific circumstances. It does radically different things in each of 

her different forms - in Human Form, it enables her to transform into her 

Elemental Form, while in Elemental Form, it becomes her highest-damage 

style. 

 

In Human Form, it mainly services to change her forms. As such, an Ignition 

Dodge often lets you reposition to find the most effective. It's +0~1 range bonus allows her to effectively 

trade with Ignition Shot or Strike, which is useful when you don't want to "lose" a beat just to change forms 

against fighters that rely on buildup like Marmelee or Magdelina. 

 

In Elemental Form, it provides her highest damage value at a total of +6 

Power (!), but at the cost of an additional 2 life loss (for 3 life loss total). As 

such, it provides similar usage to Flare, but at slightly lower priority. As such, 

you want to make absolutely sure this will land, and so it's most often used 

with Shot at range 5 or Spellshot at range 5~6 where many opponents will not 

be able to strike back. In addition, it lets you maintain your Elemental Form, 

unlike Flare, which is useful against matchups where you don't want to revert 

(such as in Kallistar mirror matches). Since this is necessary to transform into 

Elemental Form in the first place, you won't even have access to it unless you 

spend at least three beats in Elemental Form. 

 

Ultimately, Ignition is far more situational than other styles. While both uses are vital to her kit, you'll only 

be finding uses for them occasionally. 

  



Spellbolt 
 

Spellbolt functions as an additional, alternative version of Shot. The big 

difference is that it hits further but is vulnerable at Range 1, making it 

vulnerable to movement effects that let opponents close in - particularly Start of 

Beat effects like those on Luc or Hikaru styles. Furthermore, its priority bonus 

allows it to beat many high-range pairs, especially in Elemental Form. In 

addition, it can just be used in lieu of Shot to maintain pressure at long range. 

 

In Human Form, it penalizes the opponent's power on hit, meaning it's best paired with styles that improve 

her priority, like Flare or Blazing. However, Caustic Spellbolt is fairly safe, particularly when spending Force 

for Stun Guard- even if they rush in and counter it, it's not likely to be severely punished. While not an ideal 

play, it can be a safe bet with a solid payout when it works. 

 

In Elemental Form, Spellbolt is ideal for its priority, and at range 5 can enable 

near-unavoidable 8 or 9 damage attacks with Flare or Ignition, though a variety 

of styles synergize well with it. Its pull effect isn't something you'll be using 

often, however. If you've used up Shot and Spellbolt, it can be useful to pull 

them in for a Volcanic or Blaze attack, or to enable a Dodge- make sure you 

know what you're planning next turn, as the pull effect is not necessarily a net 

advantage for her in most matchups. 

 

Switch 
 

Though not one of her unique styles, a key point worth mentioning is Switch inherits the benefits of her 

form, making it a viable style on its own. In Human Form, it grants 1 Soak, and in Elemental Form, it has +2 

Priority and +2 Power. While you won't often be using it, there are situations where it's no worse or better 

than her unique styles in a given situation, and so she can benefit from the extra Force. 

  



Supernova 
 

Supernova is a "threat of power" finisher; despite its impressive 

numbers, it rarely sees use due to the absolute risk involved. Its 

main use is to force fearful opponents to maintain range during 

the late game. Usually, the only time it'll see practical use is when 

you're on space 3 or 5 while your foe is at 1, 2, 6, or 7 and Dodge 

is in their discard. Or, alternately, it can be a desperate push if 

your opponent has under 10 life and you're out of other options. 

But most of the time you'll find it much easier to unleash a 

Caustic Shot or Blazing Drive for the finish. 

 

 

 

Chain of Destruction 
 

Despite being her "practical" finisher, Chain of Destruction's 

range makes it hard to utilize. Many characters have styles that 

enable advancement, and most players already have strong 

motivation to advance against Kallistar. It's best against 

characters that rely on Soak, but doesn’t overcome Stun Guard, 

limiting its usefulness. You'll want to use it for its high priority 

when you're in range and they can’t advance as a Start of Beat 

effect. But often it’s overkill. More often, a Blazing Spellbolt will 

serve in its stead. It comes into its own when playing characters 

that also fight at range, allowing Kallistar to beat out most other 

rangers. Still, it’s best used only as a true finishing move. 

 

  



Advanced Tactics 
 

The Art of the Escape 
 

Kallistar prefers range in many matchups, and that's best achieved in her Human Form. At times she may 

want to dial down just to do so, then use Volcanic or Blazing Dodge to cross the board. While it can be 

difficult for her to maintain a proper "loop", especially against characters like Anath or Karin, paying 

attention to her opponent's movement options is vital. Ideally, she loves range 5, where she can unleash 

Spellbolt at a range few characters can Dodge it. When trying to escape, look out for bases and styles that let 

your opponent chase, particularly if they're doing to have lower priority than you- getting your Dodge 

"countered" by another Dodge or Drive will often leave you in the same undesirable situation. 

 

There are some times she wants to advance, particularly around characters like Alexian, Rukyuk, or Mikhail, 

just because they can actually compete with her at range. In these situations, Kallistar can cope at range 2~3 

pretty well while maintaining her own ability to Dodge. Keeping track of styles designed to punish rangers, 

like Mikhail's Apocalyptic or Alexian's Steeled, can be vital. 

 

The Old Switcheroo 
  

Ideally when in Human Form, the best time to switch is when your opponent is going to Dodge. If you think 

your opponent is going to Dodge, fielding Ignition is ideal as it lets you transform just as their Dodge goes 

into their discard. Attack twice, finishing with Flare, and by the time they get their Dodge back, you're in 

Human Form again. Of course, when you transform can often depend on the matchup, and you may want to 

stay in, particularly if they don't have the room to dodge- becoming too predictable with your form changes 

can be dangerous. 

 

Elemental Kallistar can also attempt to clash Dodges, usually with Bursts. Though it can be risky, it's 

definitely something to try if your opponent is being predictable by trying to Dodge every time it's available 

and force your life loss. 

 

  



The Reverse Corner Trap 
 

Kallistar can, unlike many characters, really benefit from the corner. Not only does it enable her maximum 

possible ranges, it can prevent Dodge in most circumstances, allowing her to utilize powerful styles with 

Shot or Drive and either guarantee landing a hit or force her opponent to distances where she can utilize 

Spellshot. In Human Form, pairs like Caustic Shot or Flare Spellshot can cause a lot of suffering when your 

opponent doesn't have the power, priority, or movement to counter or avoid them. In Elemental Form, 

having your opponent at range 2 while in corner allows you to force them to guess between pairs like 

Blazing/Flare Drive or Ignition Shot. 

 

However, the corner isn't always good for Kallistar. Tacticians that rely on positional markers like Khadath 

or Serafina can trap her there, or use it to enable their powerful unique bases. In those situations, she often 

prefers to stick the middle, or rely on bases like human Volcanic to get her out of trouble. Similarly, she 

doesn’t necessarily want to compete with dedicated rangers like Rukyuk. Against Karin, she simply wants to 

use Volcanic or Blazing in Human Form to stay away from Jager if she has the choice, forcing Karin to do 

without her canine companion. Kallistar is flexible, and it's important to adapt her positioning to her foe. 

 

Klashistar 
 

Deliberately clashing as Kallistar can be a challenge. While she can hit a variety of priority values in Human 

Form, she often lacks the range to hit confirm. In Elemental Form, she can't hit many priority values and also 

lacks range - but it's more likely that her opponent won't have an answer to the higher clash values she'll be 

hitting. Her primary clashing style is Volcanic, as that often allows her to follow up with a variety of viable 

bases during a clash. Blazing is good for hitting higher values, as that provides advantages in either form 

(range in elemental, movement in human), while Caustic can attempt clashes in Human Form safely if not 

reliably. 

 

Sometimes you'll find yourself at range but realize too late you've exhausted your ranged options. If you can't 

Dodge and find a viable pair, look for that clash. Kallistar can and will get cardlocked from time to time and 

find herself in "unwinnable" situations, and so mastering clashes is a strong option - as few characters have 

the number of ranged options that Kallistar does. Even if she can only nullify her opponent's attack, she 

almost certainly will have options in the beat following after. 

 



 

I want to thank for Marco de Silva for providing a format and inspiration, Totalhavok and Andarel on the Level 99 

forums for providing the card images, the BattleCON discord members for their advice on both the play and the guide, 

and for everybody I’ve gotten to play Kallistar against. Even if I was salty. Actually, especially if I was salty! - ARBco 

Kallistar headshot by 
Christelle Hyunh. 
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